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EDITOR’S FOREWORD

The little box that can

I

t seems like everything is speeding up. I’m not referring to processor clock rates,
although they are getting faster and with multicore architectures, those clocks do
more than ever. Instead I’m referring to the increased rate of adoption of new platform
standards. VME and CompactPCI took five years to hit full stride. AdvancedTCA got there
in about four, and MicroTCA appears to be popping up everywhere less than two years
since the standard was ratified.

One of the promises of MicroTCA was a smaller footprint and lower cost than AdvancedTCA,
making it attractive for both lower end telecom and non-telecom applications. MicroTCA has
attracted significant interest in the military, industrial, and medical markets. In response to market
demands, PICMG is augmenting the original standard with air-cooled as well as conduction-cooled
ruggedized versions. The integral concepts of management and high availability, which MicroTCA
comes by honestly from AdvancedTCA, are causing a lightbulb to go on in the minds of many
potential users, and the future looks very bright.
The payload cards in MicroTCA systems are standard Advanced Mezzanine Cards, and they
require some overhead hardware and software to work properly. This overhead resulted in higher
costs and therefore higher prices for early systems, and some worried that MicroTCA might simply
cost too much. Serious investment and design work is starting to drop those costs dramatically,
and this will further the range of applications suitable for MicroTCA and accelerate the rate of
adoption.
Two articles in this issue address the maturing of MicroTCA and dropping costs. Nigel Forrester of
Emerson Network Power (formerly Motorola ECC) describes an exciting new low-cost MicroTCA
platform that utilizes an injection molded enclosure and incorporates high-volume manufacturing
techniques. Interestingly, their first major customer is in the enterprise space, with applications in
the secure financial transactions arena.
In a related article, Mike Franco from MicroBlade gives us a high-level view of the development of
the MicroTCA ecosystem, defining some useful dimensions and reporting on progress, which he
views to be moving nicely along. He brings up some of the early concerns about costs, so I hope
he sees the Emerson system soon!

The integral concepts of management and high
availability, which MicroTCA comes by honestly from
AdvancedTCA, are causing a lightbulb to go on in the minds
of many potential users, and the future looks very bright.
Steve Davis from Ulticom describes living on the edge – the edge of the network, that is. Steve
explains the way telcos are deploying new applications quickly and efficiently by working at the
edge of today’s sophisticated and extremely complex networks rather than in the core network
because doing anything at the core can take years and cost hundreds of millions of dollars.
In addition to sophisticated system management and high availability features, live hot swap
of boards in a functioning system is an integral part of both AdvancedTCA and MicroTCA.
Orchestrating the complex interactions of application software, high availability middleware,
management hardware and software, cooling, and board hardware, including power supply
sequencing, can be difficult, but new products coming into the market are making the tasks
easier. Shyam Chandra from Lattice Semiconductor gives us an excellent tutorial on what the

By Joe Pavlat
power management subsystem must do and
then goes on to explain how to do it. This is a
must read for any board designer developing
AdvancedTCA boards and systems.
In this month’s Software Corner, our colleague
Curt Schwaderer gives us an in-depth
look at the use of embedded databases
in AdvancedTCA systems. With networks
becoming ever more distributed, database
structures must adapt. Features like load
balancing and active/standby failover for high
availability add yet more requirements. Curt
describes the technology and products of
the company Solid Information Technology
and how they can be incorporated into
AdvancedTCA products.

CompactPCI TIDE-ies up
Hermann Strass brings us up to speed
on recent happenings in Europe in his
Global Technology column. The Really Cool
Technology award this month goes to the
application of CompactPCI systems to control
large undersea tide driven turbines for
commercial power production. These turbines
and ones like them can simplify the generation
of renewable energy by eliminating the need
for expensive dams and the environmental
issues that sometimes come with them.
Another item that caught my eye was
Hermann’s observation that China had more
exhibitors at the high-tech CeBIT show this
year in Hannover, Germany, than any other
country, and that’s a first.
To round out this month’s editorial features
Hermann interviewed Kontron’s Norbert
Hauser, inquiring about his view of the
market’s trends and Kontron’s plans. Kontron
is an interesting company due to the breadth
of markets they serve and their steady growth,
both internally and through acquisition. They
are consistent innovators in CompactPCI,
AdvancedTCA, and MicroTCA.

Joe Pavlat, Editorial Director
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GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY

Tidal power
By Hermann Strass
CompactPCI dives into long-term energy source

Tidal power has been used since the 11th century. There will
be tides as long as the moon circles the earth. This energy
source will last much longer than all known and hoped for
deposits of crude oil. The world’s first offshore tidal power station
became operational in 2003 on the coast of Cornwall (Lynmouth,
North Devon) in the southwestern part of England. The project,
named Seaflow, is in the Bristol Channel. It is based on propellerdriven turbines from Marine
Current Turbines Ltd. (MCT),
which are attached to monopiles.
These columnar structures resemble
gigantic telephone poles 2.5 meters
(approximately 8 feet) in diameter
anchored underneath the seafloor.
Ship travel is not impeded because
this arrangement does not require
dams.
Unlike winds, tides are not dependent on weather conditions.
Only one third the diameter of wind
rotors of the same power output, the
sea turbine rotors reside deep below
the water’s surface, not subject to
damage from strong waves. The
Seaflow turbines produced about
25 percent more energy than
expected by simulations. This
project is the basis for the follow-on
project SeaGen, announced on
February 7, 2008, using dual-rotor
turbines. A tidal power park will be
installed off the coast of Anglesey,
North Wales, UK (Figure 1, courtesy
of MCT, UK). Several units are
planned to produce 10.5 MW near
Anglesey. A smaller unit is planned
at Strangford Lough in Northern
Ireland. It is estimated that tidal
power stations around the British
Isles could supply approximately
between 8 GW and 16 GW (some
experts believe up to 50 GW) of
electrical power.
The tidal power station has been
reliably controlled since 2003 by
saltwater-proved CompactPCI
CPUs and I/O cards from SMA
Technologie AG, (Germany).
Scientists from the Institute for
Solar Energy Technology (ISET) at
the University of Kassel, Germany,
planned the electronic controls of
the experimental power station. The

Seaflow project was funded by the European Union (EU) and by
English and German governmental agencies.

European awards

SMA participated in the contest Great Place to Work in 2006
and 2008. They were among the Top Five out of more than
250 companies twice in the category of companies between
500 and 5,000 employees. National Instruments (Germany) and
SICK AG (Germany) were among
the Top Fifty in this contest.
SICK AG and their subsidiary
Ibeo (Germany) are suppliers to
most of the laser scanners in all
U.S. Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) Grand
Challenges in the United States and
in ELROB contests (see November
2007, Embedded Computing
Design, Technology in Europe
column [http://www.embeddedcomputing.com/pdfs/Europe.
Nov07.pdf], Figure 2) in Europe.
All three winners of the DARPA
Urban Challenge 2008 and the best
European team as well as 40 out
of 43 teams of the 2005 DARPA
event used laser scanners from
SICK or Ibeo.

European events

CeBIT, the world’s largest digital
information event, was held in
Hannover, Germany from March 4
to 9, 2008. Slightly under 500,000
visitors (3 percent more than last
year) came to a condensed CeBIT
(one day less). They viewed the
products offered by approximately
5,900 exhibitors from 77 countries
in 27 halls. Many of the foreign
visitors came from the United States
despite the weak dollar.

Figure 1

For the first time China (500
exhibitors) surpassed Taiwan
(490 exhibitors) as the largest
foreign exhibitor nation. Out of
5,900 exhibitors, 3,000 came from
outside Germany. This year France
was the partner nation of CeBIT.
The event was opened on March 3
by German Chancellor Dr. Angela
Merkel, French President Nicolas
Sarkozy, and Steve Ballmer, CEO
of Microsoft, as the only nongovernment representative.

Green IT center stage

Green IT was a major topic at CeBIT. Figure 2,
courtesy of Technology Consulting, Germany,
shows where the green grass covered some
utility facilities. Even Steve Ballmer made this
the topic of his press conference, which was
attended by several hundred journalists and
many television teams. Throughout the event,
an old style computer center (2003 vintage)
was running next to a modern computer.
The modern computer used 75 percent less
energy and emitted 75 percent less CO2. About
60 ministers (secretaries of state) and close to
40 ambassadors visited CeBIT and the CeBIT
Global Conferences that were held for the first
time. This very successful part of CeBIT will
be expanded next year. Just about anything
digital, such as handheld devices, servers,
enterprise data centers, navigation equipment, and electronics
integrated into clothing, could be seen at CeBIT.
Tuesday through Friday were business days, while Saturday and
Sunday were mostly consumer days. Some exhibitors changed
their booths slightly for this reason. Intel went so far as to redo its
complete hall overnight (business products out, consumer products
in). Intel and a few other companies had more than just a booth.
These companies showcased products and services in their own
hall (called the Pavilion), which is larger than a car dealer’s grand
showroom.
The World Cyber Games (WCG), a sort of Olympic-style
games for PC and video gamers, used CeBIT as the stage for the

Figure 2
Euro Championship sponsored by Samsung. Approximately
250 gamers from 30 nations were gaming for $100,000 in prize
money. Germany earned one gold, one silver, and two bronze
medals out of seven competitions.
Just in time for World Women’s Day, there were more than 10,000
women attending the Women@CeBIT special event. There is an
extreme shortage of qualified IT engineers in Germany. Many
companies and organizations hold Girl’s Days throughout the year
to encourage girls to pursue engineering and IT-related education
and careers.
For more information, contact Hermann at:
hstrass@opensystems-publishing.com
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SOFTWARE CORNER

Embedded database technology becomes
increasingly important for AdvancedTCA
system applications
By C
S
urt

chwaderer

I

nternet and Worldwide Web connectivity has become standard
fare with AdvancedTCA systems. Most of these systems have
the ability to be remotely configured through a command line
and/or browser interface. Having a fast, embedded database
for storage of configuration information as well as runtime data is
a critical part of an effective and useful AdvancedTCA system.
The importance of embedded database technology is further
demonstrated by the recent acquisition of Solid Information
Technology by IBM.
This column takes a look at Solid’s solidDB 6 product and how
this product works in today’s new multicore and multiblade
environments.

Where is the fit for embedded databases
in AdvancedTCA?

AdvancedTCA systems form the standardized hardware platforms
upon which myriad equipment can be built. Ultimately, these
systems find their way into the enterprise and the communications
networks with which these enterprises connect. The old business
operational paradigm is to keep important company information
in a central location and to require physical access to that location
or remote access to the mainframe database in order to access the
information. Today’s companies and their workforces are scattered
around the world in many cases. To optimize business operations,
the proper information needs to be distributed, shared, and
protected with the global workforce. The company workforce is
connected in a variety of different ways, from desktops to laptops
to mainframes to cell phones to PDAs.
The technology behind information dissemination from a central location throughout the workforce to a variety of wired and
wireless devices lies in flexible and efficient database storage and
access. That is where a product such as Solid’s solidDB enters.
Solid’s database product can be deployed in a client/server
configuration, or as a linked library embedded directly in the
application. It is built for fast access and efficient communication
between remote devices. Many AdvancedTCA systems are also
remotely configurable through a Web browser or Command Line
Interface (CLI). In these instances, this configuration information
is typically stored in a database. But an AdvancedTCA system
comprises multiple controllers with multiple blades, each requiring
access and storage services from the database. Another dimension
of database product requirements comes from the ability to store
and provide access to information within an AdvancedTCA
system while also being able to share this information with other
remote devices.

product to be optimized for the specific needs of the application
while still being transparent to the programmer.
AdvancedTCA systems and the AdvancedTCA architecture (blade
controllers working in concert with multiple special-purpose
blades) parallel the distributed system targeted by Solid’s database
products. Today’s controller blades comprise multiprocessor and/or
multicore elements. So even within a single AdvancedTCA
controller card, there exists another distributed system and
parallel processing environment. Of course, the AdvancedTCA
system is a multiprocessor environment involving multiple blades
within each system. The solidDB 6 product takes advantage of
these parallel multiprocessor/multicore environments by using a
highly multithreaded implementation and an advanced cost-based
optimizer. The product has been shown to be linearly scalable from
two to 16 cores. The Telecom One (TM1) benchmark has been
used to demonstrate the scalability of solidDB 6. The Telecom One
Benchmark simulates a Home Location Register (HLR). HLRs
store relevant information about subscribers, including phone
number, services subscribed to, access privileges, and current
location of the subscriber’s device. The solidDB 6 database uses
this benchmark to generate measured database workload by issuing
a set of predefined transactions against the database under test.
The solidDB 6 product can also be configured as a redundant
primary/secondary database system to achieve 6-nines data
availability (99.9999 percent) with no single point of failure.
This two-node architecture can also be used for load-balancing,
increasing throughput by up to 100 percent. The solidDB 6 is
capable of several high availability configuration options that
specify how the primary and secondary database servers are
synchronized. Options can be selected at the system, session, and
transaction levels. This provides the ability to balance throughput,
durability, and recovery time with unprecedented flexibility.
The redundant system can be configured to perform synchronous
or asynchronous database replication. There is also a tool to
monitor and manage database fail-over, as Figure 1 shows.

A dual-engine approach

The solidDB 6 is a relational database designed to meet the needs
of the mission critical embedded system within a larger distributed
environment. The database technology can perform strictly as an
in-memory database or in combination with its on-disk engine.
The disk-based or in-memory capabilities are both accessible
via the same SQL interface. This dual-engine approach allows the

Figure 1

Today’s companies and their
A more detailed view of solidDB

When solidDB is deployed in a client/server model, the server
process manages the database files and connections to the database
as well as carrying out the actions defined by the client requests.
A CLI or GUI front-ends the client process. Applications can also
directly link with a solidDB AcceleratorLib library. It has the same
capabilities of the client/server based solidDB configuration, but
eliminates the overhead of the network access. The application can
access the data stored in solidDB in the same process context as
the application itself.
The client and server can be on the same host or on different hosts.
Each client can be simultaneously connected to multiple servers
over the network using different networks and communications
protocols.
The server uses drivers to communicate with clients. Clients make
driver function calls, and the driver handles the communication
details with the server. The solidDB programmer’s guide provides
details on how clients communicate with the Open Database
Connectivity (ODBC) driver and Java Database Connectivity
(JDBC) driver.
The connectivity drivers or AcceleratorLib library provide calls to
initialize a database by name. The user selects a catalog name along
with a user name and password to initialize the database. Once the
database is created, applications can connect to the database by
name using the proper username and password configured when
the database was created.
Once connected, the application can perform table queries using
the connectivity drivers or library.
For embedded system applications, the AcceleratorLib option is
an attractive one. Applications using the AcceleratorLib library
directly link in the server application and use the standard ODBC
interface to make function calls directly to the server application.
Even if an application uses this approach, the solidDB server is still
available to remote users too.
The AcceleratorLib library includes three APIs:

n Solid Control API (SSC API). This API includes a thread-safe

interface that controls task scheduling within the solidDB
environment. This API is primarily responsible for making use
of multiprocessor and/or multicore environments.
n Solid ODBC driver functions that allow for direct
communication with the server library,
without going through the network. This API
provides a standards-compliant interface
to access data of a local or remote solidDB
database.
n Solid SA API library. This library is a
C-language API that provides access to
Solid data management services. The library
contains more than 90 functions that provide
mechanisms for connecting the database and
performing operations on the database tables.

workforces are scattered around
the world in many cases.
Example applications

One particularly relevant application for solidDB within an
AdvancedTCA system is in next generation services products.
Network component manufacturers are building network infrastructure components on standards-based blade or rack-mount
server form factors. These standard communications components
are populated with hot swappable controller cards and various
server blade functions. These standards-based hardware platforms
create the baseline for a variety of communications products, VoIP
products, wireless network products, Web servers for data centers,
and numerous other functions.
All these network components are built upon standards-based
form factor platforms. So the true product differentiation lies in
the software.
In Solid’s “Building Next Generation Network Services” white
paper, they describe a push-to-talk messaging application and
how this service is implemented within the network. Software in
the handset and General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) service
node creates and isolates the push-to-talk traffic, which is then
forwarded through the IP network to the push-to-talk application
server. The server is a multi-tier application consisting of software
components running on redundant controller cards and blades.
The server is likely also a managed object, which adds another
level of complexity. The server may also be involved with other
operational aspects, linking the push-to-talk feature to other
business operations such as billing. When this simple addition
of a push-to-talk feature is looked at in light of the entire wireless system, the data and control flows can become very complex
very quickly.
The data management solution used within the context of this
network environment must meet carrier grade requirements. It
was for this kind of distributed, high availability environment
the Solid database products were created. The Solid database
products feature automatic recovery from machine failures, synchronization with redundant databases, and fast data retrieval.
The solidDB is based on industry standards SQL-92, ODBC, and
JDBC, so the learning curve to use the product is small for people
already familiar with these standards. The footprint may be as
small as 3 MB, yet still guarantees data integrity, even when the

Remote applications can also use the Solid JDBC
and ODBC APIs.
The overall architecture of the solidDB system
when using the AcceleratorLib library is shown
in Figure 2. You will notice that the network layer
block provides remote access to the solidDB
database files using an external application.

Figure 2

data is shared by multiple applications. Solid mentions that
solidDB is embedded into core and edge routers’ management
framework and is also a component within the HP OpenView
family of network management products.
As referenced, solidDB also offers advanced options tailored for
these distributed high availability systems. It can be configured
to create and maintain a pair of identical databases. All data is
committed to both databases before the operation is completed.
It also makes system maintenance easier by allowing the
administrator to take down the blade running one of the databases
for maintenance while the system is still fully operational using
the other. Once maintenance has completed, both databases can
synchronize and continue redundant operation. In addition to
having a fail-over server, both servers
can also be used to balance database
transactions during peak database access
times.
The solidDB is also able to link together
loosely coupled cooperative databases and
automatically share data between them
under the guidance of integrity and security
rules controlled by the administrator. It
uses the concept of a replica. A database
master employs the replica to publish data
allowed to be accessible by other objects
in the system. A replica can also act as a
master, publishing its own set of replicas.
This creates the opportunity to construct
a multi-tier hierarchy with the ability for
various applications to efficiently access
data subsets without providing unnecessary
or unpermitted access to other database
objects.
Replicas also synchronize with their
masters. This transaction involves the
replica passing the transactions it processed
since the last synchronization. These
transactions are tagged with business
information that helps the master manage
these transactions at its level. The master
has the ability to undo an action performed
by a replica and will inform the replica,
overriding values in the replica database.
Managing data quality at the master
offers the best of both worlds: the replica
has the ability to autonomously perform
independent actions on the database while
still having centralized control at the master
for data consistency and integrity.
As noted earlier, one unique feature of
solidDB is dual-engine capability, which
allows some tables to be defined as
in-memory while others are still in the
on-disk persistent storage. Dual-engine
capability can be deployed together
within a single system and ideally serves
applications with configuration information that needs to be stored on-disk
through power-on/reset and other tables
that are not important to store across
equipment power cycles. This innovation
allows the developer finer granularity to
system optimization than was previously
possible.

Conclusion
The company’s Website (www.solidDB.com) offers access to all
user documentation as well as product downloads for hands-on
evaluation of the solidDB product line. Flexible data storage and
access technology that can be scaled from enterprise systems down
to mobile devices is an important piece of the right information
now requirements of today’s business climate. Solid’s database
products feature the embedded characteristics needed for these
multiple environments while still providing a fully reliable, fastaccess database solution.
For more information, contact Curt at
cschwaderer@opensystems-publishing.com.
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Isn’t

MicroTCA
enterprising?

By Nigel Forrester

F

MicroTCA systems to lower costs. As a result of this intense focus and

environmental issues, ease of use, and cost,
are significantly different from the telecom
and defense markets. To better address
these needs, a few MicroTCA vendors
have accelerated their understanding of
the enterprise market and have made
dramatic changes in the manufacturing
and marketing of their products – finding
ways to deliver affordable systems that
are specifically optimized and uniquely
designed for the enterprise market.

right in line with PICMG’s original vision, the industry’s first design

Enterprise applications

rom its inception, the MicroTCA standard was envisioned
to span many market spaces and stimulate new classes of
applications. To achieve these goals, MicroTCA vendors
have focused on several areas in the specification, such as

packaging and modularity, giving particular attention to optimizing

win using MicroTCA technology was by an electronic transaction
solutions provider. The company plans to use a MicroTCA solution to
transport secure financial transactions globally – an application well
beyond the target markets initially considered for the new standard.
MicroTCA technology is now poised to break into a wide range of applications, including
IP-PBX, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) gateways, network Point of Sale (POS),
industrial automation, access routers, WiMAX base stations, remote radiology, and patient
monitoring. Because of its modular configuration and the leverage derived from being
adjacent to the very successful AdvancedTCA architecture, MicroTCA technology is
proving to be a viable solution for a number of these enterprise applications.
However, the expansion of the MicroTCA standard into the enterprise market has
not been free from challenges. The unique needs of this sector, including packaging,

One of the most likely enterprise applications for MicroTCA technology is
referred to as a Multi-Service Business
Gateway (MSBG). This is a single box
that consolidates functionality currently
delivered in multiple boxes from a variety
of vendors. Using AdvancedMC modules,
a MicroTCA-based MSBG incorporates
combinations of standard enterprise functions such as IP-PBX telephony, service
router, firewall, and anti-threat devices for
a complete integrated solution.
Streamlining all these functions into a
single MicroTCA system improves cost,
interoperability, and available space concerns, and also provides the user with a
single point of contact for support. By

contrast, when vendors combine these
functions using proprietary modular
systems, it puts the user at a disadvantage
with single sourcing and vendor lock-in.

stock dealers. Users of these workstations require instant availability to telephony and data
services, so MicroTCA’s inherent high availability comes into play here. Another strength
is that MicroTCA is easily upgradeable. In addition, it is small, and its modular enclosures
can easily become part of a desktop environment.

MicroTCA products are based on open standards and already offer a wide ecosystem of
modules, with strong competition in place
to lower prices over time. What’s more,
MicroTCA gives end users the flexibility
to plug in new AdvancedMC modules for
additional applications and/or for scaling
to bigger implementations.

Packaging

For enterprises that want to upgrade part
of their existing telephony solution, it
is possible to deliver a subset of MSBG
functionality with MicroTCA technology.
The basis of a session border controller
or an IP-PBX could be a small number of
AdvancedMC modules fitted into a suitable enclosure. Some OEMs are already
working with MicroTCA products to
construct IP-PBX telephony services. This
type of system typically includes modules
that are readily available in AdvancedMC
format such as Intel x86 processing with
either on-board or separate storage and the
various interface modules for telephony
based services.
As mentioned in the introduction to this
article, the first enterprise design win for
MicroTCA technology was for secure
financial services transactions. Hypercom
Corporation (www.hypercom.com) is using
a MicroTCA-based system to de-encrypt,
authorize, and store POS transactions
globally. MicroTCA technology offers
high reliability, high availability, long
life cycles, and the flexibility to plug in
extra modules to make more connections,
making it a natural fit for this application.
Another financial services application with
a great deal of potential for MicroTCA
technology is the trading workstations for

The first generation of MicroTCA products was designed for telecommunications
or military applications and packaged accordingly. However, recent product developments and changes in design philosophy have allowed vendors to repackage the same
AdvancedMCs in a way that is much better suited for enterprise applications.
Unlike central office telecom systems that are usually housed in racks in communication
equipment rooms, enterprise equipment is likely to be in a public office space and located
near employees where aesthetics are more important. The robust metal packaging of
early MicroTCA designs required a substantial amount of assembly time, and so a whole
new way to produce MicroTCA systems in an attractive package that could be rapidly
assembled at a low cost was required.
To address this need, the Embedded Computing business of Emerson Network Power
recently announced the Centellis 500, a MicroTCA platform that is manufactured using
injection-molded plastic (Figure 1). To minimize tooling costs both the top and bottom
of the plastic chassis use the same molding. For high-volume applications it is easy to
customize the colors and logos for a consistent look and feel. It is also possible to produce
custom moldings for high volume applications. These moldings can be optimized with
specific numbers of expansion slots, and this is relatively easy due to the modular nature
of MicroTCA.

Figure 1

Environmental effects

In an enterprise environment, equipment is often located close to people, which can impose
rigorous noise, thermal, and power restrictions that differ significantly from a central
office implementation (as shown in Table 1). Perhaps the greatest technical challenge for
designers of MicroTCA systems that will be deployed in the enterprise is to find the right
balance between noise (fans) and heat (reliability) while retaining a pleasing design.
Construction of MicroTCA systems using postcard-sized AdvancedMC building
blocks provides significant combination and placement flexibility to help with these
challenges. The high degree of internal thermal status information available within a
MicroTCA-based system enables either a simple autonomous or a fully managed systemlevel cooling strategy to be implemented, depending on the requirements. Further, each

Description

Units

Average noise level

Telecommunication equipment room (unattended)

Bels

7.5

Telecommunication equipment room (attended)

Bels

7.2

Business area (> 4 m from desk/work locations)

Bels

6.8

Business area (< 4 m from desk/work locations)

Bels

5.5

Office (floor-standing equipment)

Bels

5.5

Office (desktop equipment)

Bels

5.0

Power room

Bels

8.3

Bel - a unit of power ratio, equal to 10 decibels
The acceptable level of noise differs significantly in an enterprise implementation versus a central office implementation
(the light green box represents the acceptable noise level in a business environment). The Centellis 500 falls in the lower
range of 5.0 to 5.5 bels.
Table 1

AdvancedMC module contains a standard safety mechanism that shuts off the power
if an over-temperature limit is reached, offering a distinct advantage over proprietary
slot systems.

Ease of use

IT staff who support enterprise equipment expect it to work “out of the box” and be easily
configurable using a Graphic User Interface (GUI) or Web browser. Once configured and
running, enterprise devices must have simple troubleshooting aids and provide remote
diagnostic and management capability.
Having been derived from AdvancedTCA, which by requirement is highly configurable,
MicroTCA has the right technology and connectivity but not necessarily the correct user
interface to set up and control the options easily. There is scope for additional value to aid
enterprise users to enable/disable features, check for alarms, obtain serial numbers, and
perform other management functions. Emerson Network Power, for example, supplies
its SpiderWareM3 platform management software (Figure 2) to monitor, manage, and
maintain the elements such as AdvancedMC modules and power and cooling modules in
MicroTCA chassis.
Once deployed, enterprise-level MicroTCA management software should offer remote
management in a simple GUI format that can show an intuitive view of all of the systems
in an environment, including descriptions and outstanding alarms. With a single click,
operators should be able to clear alarms, reset sensor thresholds, and view memory usage,
disk space, or CPU utilization on every blade in the system.

Injecting cost savings into the mix

The MicroTCA standard was designed to be portable to multiple markets, with low
start-up costs as a particular goal. The intent was to craft the standard in such a way that it
could compete favorably in Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) comparisons with proprietary
designs. Having an acceptably low purchase cost is just one TCO element. Other factors
to consider are the product life cycle, ease of repair, and maintenance.
What contributes to decreasing costs? In the case of the Centellis 500, Emerson found
significant cost savings by moving to a plastic enclosure. A typical MicroTCA metal
chassis, for example, includes numerous screws and many metal components that are
difficult and time consuming to assemble. That’s acceptable for the telco market, as these
metal boxes are carefully engineered, robust, and rack mountable. Injection-plastic boxes,
on the other hand, with identical top and bottom pieces and indents in the molding for
the card cage, backplane, and fan assembly, have a design goal of less than 10 minutes
assembly time.

There are additional opportunities for
cost reduction in the enterprise market.
For example, in the trade-off for high
availability (redundant components)
versus cost, enterprise vendors may opt
for lower cost. This means that enclosures
and systems can be optimized without
redundant features inside each box. Instead,
redundancy can be provided at the box
level. In this non-redundant architecture,
hot swap capability for elements like fans
and power modules may not be necessary,
lowering the box-level cost but at the same
time reducing the system-level availability
measured in numbers of nines. Finally,
enterprise systems are manufactured in
high volume, which offers many more
opportunities to reduce component and
production costs.

Summary

The MicroTCA standard is rapidly gaining
traction and is beginning to expand into
the enterprise market. Innovations such as
the injection-plastic molded construction
of Emerson’s Centellis 500 are a great
example of how MicroTCA system vendors
need to change their design models to
address the unique needs of the enterprise
market. With the right design parameters
in place for packaging, environmental
effects, ease of use, and cost, MicroTCA
vendors will find that they have a wide
range of excellent market opportunities
before them.
Nigel Forrester is a
Marketing Manager
with the Embedded
Computing business
of Emerson Network
Power (formerly
Motorola Embedded
Communications
Computing) with a
focus on MicroTCA
system products and AdvancedMC
modules. He has spent the last six years
working on Motorola’s successful
embedded communications computing
product line of building blocks and
communications servers for next
generation networks. Nigel’s entire 20-plus
year career has been within the electronics
industry sector. As a systems engineer he
has focused on using embedded computing
and board level products for many diverse
applications including automotive testing
systems and medical instrumentation. He
has a B.Sc. (Hons.) in Computer Science
and Statistics from Reading University.
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The new zone
of opportunity
in telecom
networking is
on the edge
By Steve Davis

T

he accelerating fluidity of our business and technology environments has caused
the telecom business to rethink its traditional approach of introducing change
into a network by modifying core network elements. Traditional practice,
developed during the monopoly era where it provided questionable value at
best, is no longer suitable. Investment in the core networks is being minimized
with a strategy towards incremental growth at the edge of the network.

When the carrier networks’ primary prerogative was to provide rock-solid point-to-point
connections for a small array of mass market services, the core model made sense. In the
new carrier model that is taking shape, however, reliability must co-exist with flexibility
and the ability to address markets that are as dynamic as the Internet itself. To keep pace
in the current environment, carriers must constantly add and modify services that are more
and more often provided by specialty vendors. The core was not designed to accommodate
changes at this pace, and such change can put fundamental business functions at risk each
time the carrier adds or changes a service.
For many reasons, including risk and cost, future services will not be deployed in the
network core; they will instead be deployed at the network’s edge. We can think of the
edge as the boundary between networks, but more importantly, the edge is the boundary
for technology and revenue transition. The edge of the network is the point where change
is most acceptable because it is least costly.
An edge-oriented transitional network strategy, as shown in Figure 1, builds on existing
network capabilities by adding new value at the boundaries of the network without change
or impact to the core network. An edge-based network architecture focuses on adding
capability to an existing signaling network with minimal impact to the existing structure,
administration, and operation. That contrasts with the traditional core model, which involved
changing components in the core of the network to optimize overall network behaviors. An

edgeoriented
network
transformation
strategy focuses on
adding new functions
and managing, or optimizing
a subset of the signaling traffic
with minimal impact. This strategy
also allows multiple changes or updates
to occur in parallel, increasing the ability of
the network operators to be responsive to ever
accelerating demands for new services.
If we consider the edge of the network as the opportunity zone
Figure 1
for new services or new network interconnections, then we think
of creating situations where existing network resources are connected
to new resources. The focus needs to be on access to the subscribers using
the traditional technologies (wireless and wireline). The boundary or dividing
point in these scenarios is the component that matches the old network capabilities
to the new features. That lynchpin is the edge Signal Transfer Point, or edge STP.
An edge STP is a turnkey IP-SS7 hybrid network element based upon proven STP
capabilities and concepts derived from the world of routers, gateways, and firewalls. It
makes advanced routing decisions as packets cross between networks or network segments,
differentiate services, optimize traffic flow, enable new hybrid services, control access,
hide information, and more.
The edge STP is central to edge architectures’ inherent adaptability and support for
innovation. The traditional process for adding a new service typically required modification
of core network elements. This could involve adding triggers into switches, creating the
need for deployment of new generic releases to all switches. The process often involved
new generics for service platforms such as Service Control Points (SCPs) and STPs.
In a large carrier environment, the costs of the software upgrades alone (not including
the actual cost of the new service) could approach hundreds of millions of dollars. This is
why the intelligent network concept was never fully realized.
Using an edge-oriented network transition model, the core network remains unchanged,
removing the huge cost for core network upgrades. Instead, network operators adapt new
services to the network by using router functions to intercept existing traffic and send it
to new application servers. Sometimes the routing functionality alone is sufficient to be
identified as a new service.
Real innovation in an edge-oriented solution comes about as carriers consider that they are
applying proven Internet technologies such as routing, security mechanisms, and NAT-like
address translation to the problems of the traditional signaling networks. Using an Internet
style of message routing and combining it with modern IT-style server farm technologies,
we can do things that were not possible in the traditional model, and at dramatically lower
costs. That makes the edge not just an opportunity for innovation in network architecture,
but instead, the edge becomes a true zone of opportunity.
Steve Davis is Product Line Manager, nSignia products at
Mount Laurel, New Jersey-based Ulticom. He is responsible
for Ulticom’s edge STP product, nSignia eSTP.
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CompactPCI’s versatility
fuels strong growth
in military applications
By David Pursley

David discusses the characteristics of CompactPCI that make
it suitable for mil and aero applications, using real world
examples, and explores considerations for implementation of
systems based on these architectures.

L

imitations of 3U VME in terms of bus width, bandwidth,
and rear I/O pins make it impossible to use for many
applications. Instead, designers choose 3U CompactPCI for
these applications, as it supports a much higher bandwidth with
plenty of rear I/O. Similarly, for high-performance applications
that require multiple CPUs processing data across a single backplane, 6U CompactPCI’s derivative PICMG 2.16 is a logical
choice, as it is more reliable and supports more rear I/O than
VITA 31 or VITA 41.
CompactPCI’s roots in PCI also
make it more desirable than
VME for many design groups.
For example, new software
designers already know and
understand the development
challenges for PCI applications, while developing VME
applications provides some
unique challenges. Millions
of software applications are
CompactPCI compatible. These
“comfort zone” factors that made
CompactPCI quite successful in nondefense embedded
applications are now helping to
keep it as a prevalent architecture
in defense applications.

Rear I/O in military applications

The requirement for rear I/O (routing board I/O signals to
the backplane instead of, or in addition to, routing them to the
front panel) in deployed military and aerospace applications
is almost universal, as it greatly simplifies the replacement of
Line-Replaceable Units (LRUs).
When all I/O is done through the backplane, a failing board can
be simply unplugged from the backplane and replaced. No other
reconnections are necessary, making replacement faster and
less error-prone. PICMG 2.16’s
hot swap capabilities allow the
board to be replaced without
powering down the system.
These advantages minimize
system downtime and the time
to repair each incident, reducing
the deployed system’s Total Cost
of Ownership (TCO).

Figure 1

As shown in Figure 1, rugged
military systems differ from
“standard” 3U CompactPCI
and PICMG 2.16 systems
because they usually do not
use standard Rear-Transition
Modules (RTMs), instead using a
custom backplane for inter-board

CompactPCI is being used for a wide variety of military
and aerospace applications, including submarines, naval
ships, airborne applications, and ground vehicles, not to
mention in more benign environments such as shelters,
depots, bases, and office environments.

communication and to route the I/O for the system. MIL-style
connectors for the system are typically connected to the custom
backplane through an application-specific I/O module.
Rear I/O provides different capabilities for different applications. In
non-rugged applications, rear I/O signals pass through the standard
backplane to a board-specific RTM that provides I/O connectors,
such as the RS-232, USB, and PS/2 connectors that are shown in
Figure 1. In rugged applications, rear I/O pins connect to a custom
backplane that provides rugged connectivity between boards and
to ruggedized connectors.
When a system requires both rear I/O and a 3U form factor (as
detailed in Table 1), CompactPCI is the only available option. If a
larger form factor (6U) is sufficient, CompactPCI, VME, and their
derivatives (PICMG 2.16, VITA 31, and VITA 41) all allow for rear
I/O. PICMG 2.16 provides the most rear I/O functionality, with
295 connector pins available (Table 2).
As Table 1 illustrates CompactPCI can be used to overcome many
of the limitations of 3U VME, including the low bandwidth and
lack of rear I/O. Also note that a 64-bit bus is not possible with the
3U VME form factor.

CompactPCI as a rugged multiprocessor computer

Today’s highly integrated military electronics systems typically
must process multiple data streams independently. For example,
Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV) and avionics systems require
real-time feedback based on the concurrent processing of dozens
of sensor streams. Similarly, during the early stages of largescale defense programs, emulators simulate entire networks of
deployed systems. Each of these applications requires multiple
processor blades to operate independently, while at the same time
communicating heavily with the rest of the system.

Table 1

CompactPCI (3U)

VME (3U)

When a 6U form factor is acceptable, PICMG 2.16, VITA 31, and
VITA 41 all natively support a switched or mesh fabric on the
backplane, and Table 2 compares these architectures. PICMG 2.16
is the obvious choice for applications requiring a significant number
of Rear I/O pins, but designs with modest rear I/O requirements
will find that any of these architectures will meet their rear I/O
needs. PICMG 2.16, VITA 31, and VITA 41 all offer a switched
fabric backplane for high bandwidth connectivity. Additionally,
PICMG 2.16 provides the advantages of IPMI-based system
management and prevention of a single board from bringing down
the entire system.
In such a case, the designer has to look more carefully at other
system considerations. For example, if the application requires
legacy custom VME boards, the system designer must choose
VITA 31 or VITA 41. However, if that is not the case, the designer
may select PICMG 2.16 for its improved reliability.
PICMG 2.16 improves reliability over VITA 31 or VITA 41.
The PICMG 2.16 architecture provides Intelligent Platform
Management Interface (IPMI) on the boards and backplane via
an I2C bus allowing the system to be monitored. Failing boards
can be identified and swapped with a replacement board. Also,
PICMG 2.16 does not have a data bus shared among the cards.
Therefore, no single card can go haywire and completely prevent
all communication in the system. On the other hand, VITA 31 and
VITA 41 include legacy VME64x support, which means that a
single bus is shared among the boards, giving the opportunity for
a single board to fail the system. In the most pathological case,
an electronic failure on a single board could damage all cards in
the system.
Combined, these features of PICMG 2.16 provide the ability to
create a rugged multiblade supercomputer with reliability benefits
that reduce the total lifetime cost of a deployed system as compared
to VMEbus-based architectures.

Full range of military applications

Data Bus Width

32

64

32

64

Theoretical BW
(MBps)

264

528

40

N/A

Rear I/O

75 or 105

0

0

N/A

Table 1

Table 2

PICMG 2.16 (6U)

VITA 31 (6U)

Backplane fabric

Gigabit Ethernet

Gigabit Ethernet

Rear I/O

295

205

System management

IPMI

Limited

System protected from
single board failures

Yes

No

Table 2

For small footprint applications, 3U CompactPCI is the logical
choice. Some of the rear I/O pins will typically be used to
communicate between 3U processor blades, usually via Gigabit
Ethernet (GbE). Other rear I/O pins communicate to peripheral
cards or to the I/O modules, as explained earlier.

CompactPCI is being used for a wide variety of military and
aerospace applications, including submarines, naval ships,
airborne applications, and ground vehicles, not to mention in more
benign environments such as shelters, depots, bases, and office
environments.
CompactPCI’s ruggedness and the ability for both 3U and 6U
form factors to meet connectivity and rear I/O requirements make
CompactPCI versatile. For example, CPU
blades can allow a CompactPCI solution
with the same processor and chipset to be
VITA 41 (6U)
deployed in rugged air- or conductioncooled systems, via either a 3U or 6U
PCI Express, InfiniBand,
processor blade. Both blades can provide
StarFabric, Serial RapidIO
similar capabilities and connectivity,
110
which maximizes flexibility for the system
engineer. Kontron’s CP307 (left side,
Limited
Figure 2) is a 3U air-cooled solution, while
the Kontron CP6001 (right side, Figure 2)
No
is a 6U conduction-cooled version. Both
form factors provide high computational
power by way of dual-core CPUs.

Figure 2
Systems based on the board-level building blocks as seen in
Figure 2 have been used to create nearly identical architectures for
completely different applications.
A radar processing application deployed 3U CompactPCI to
create an array of networked dual-core processor computers.
Some 3U blades also communicated with peripheral cards
over the PCI bus to implement additional I/O for the system.
When using 3U CompactPCI, the peripheral cards are additional
3U boards plugged into the backplane.
Similarly, 6U PICMG 2.16-based solutions with very similar
architectures have been deployed in ground combat vehicles and
in avionics applications. In each case, a number of 6U dual-core
single board computers communicated to each other via GbE.
Many boards also had a peripheral I/O card that it talked to over the
PCI bus. The peripheral cards were PMCs attached as a mezzanine
on the 6U boards.

A common and familiar view

Although the three applications just described had vastly different
system form factors and cooling requirements, CompactPCI
presented a common view of the system to the software
developers. To the software, these three architectures would
appear to be identical (assuming identical I/O cards) making
software development very straightforward. Better yet, the
CompactPCI architecture reuses the desktop computers’ familiar
PCI architecture, something even green software designers are
comfortable with, so no special training is needed.
CompactPCI processor boards are identical to PCs from the
software’s point of view, so most existing PC application software
will run unmodified on CompactPCI boards. While commercial
application software is not as widely used in military applications
as in other markets, there are still advantages. For example,
commercial and open source operating systems and drivers can be
used on CompactPCI boards with little or no customization. This
fully supports the directive to use COTS components, including
both hardware and software.
David Pursley is an Applications Engineer
with Kontron. He is responsible for business
development of Kontron’s MicroTCA,
AdvancedTCA, CompactPCI, and ThinkIO
product lines in North America and is
based in Pittsburgh, PA. Previously, he held
various positions as a Field Applications
Engineer, Technical Marketing Engineer,
and Marketing Manager.
David holds a Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and
Engineering from Bucknell University and a Master’s degree
in Electrical and Computer Engineering from Carnegie Mellon
University.
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THE EMBEDDED MARKETPLACE

An interview with
Norbert Hauser,
Vice President Marketing,
Kontron
During the embeddedworld 2008 exhibition and conference in Nuernberg, Germany OpenSystems
Publishing European Representative Hermann Strass spoke with Norbert Hauser, Kontron’s Vice
President Marketing, on the status and development of the embedded industry. Norbert also addressed
Kontron’s acquisition of Thales Computers S.A. (France), a subsidiary of Thales S.A. (France).
HS: Kontron is a major player in the
embedded market. How large is this market?

HS: How do you see the mix of major
product categories?

NH: Very large. Some market analysts
estimate the total embedded market at about
US-$30 billion with about $5.7 billion being
“open” for competition.

NH: Similar to the market forecaster
VDC. AdvancedTCA sales have been about
$480 million in 2007 [and are anticipated
to grow at more than 50 percent in the
upcoming years]. As the buy-in from Tier 1
Network Equipment Providers (NEPs) has
increased, Service Providers have become
more interested in open standards in the
face of declining margins, and volume
rollout of systems from early adopters has
begun. CompactPCI and the next generation
VME architectures VXS and VXP in
2007 are estimated at $1.6 billion and
will make significant contributions to the
overall market growth at about 15 percent
annually. MicroTCA is just starting with
about $8.5 million in sales in 2007 but now
is also moving into defense and aerospace,
industrial, and medical markets. VDC
expects this to grow rapidly at about
150 percent CAGR up to $350 million
in 2011.

HS: How much of this is taken by Kontron?
NH: A significant part. After last year’s
mergers and acquisitions we see Kontron
in second place of the top five vendors after
Emerson and before GE Fanuc, Advantech,
and RadiSys.
HS: How is Kontron’s market share
distributed?
NH: Very much balanced. Infotainment
(POS/POI/gaming), telecom, and automation each represent about 25 percent of
sales and medical following with about half
of that, i.e. 12 percent.
HS: Where do you design your products?
NH: Worldwide. We have one of the
strongest engineering staff in the embedded
industry with about 900 engineers. There
are large design centers in Eastern Europe
including Russia as well as in Central
Europe, mostly in Germany, in North
America, and in Asia Pacific (APAC). The
East European design engineers are very
cost efficient, provide a good protection
for our know-how, and have almost no
fluctuation in the work force as opposed to
a 30 percent fluctuation rate in Asia.
HS: Where do you produce?
NH: Also worldwide. We have production
sites in Europe and North America as well
as in Malaysia in a former Intel motherboard
factory. We also have some production in
China and Taiwan.
HS: Where do you sell?
NH: Worldwide. Because of our European
base, we sell about half of our products in
Europe, and the rest of the revenue is split
between the Americas and the emerging
markets – Asia Pacific and Russia, which are
rapidly developing.

HS: Kontron has been growing without any
acquisitions for quite a while. Are you now
starting a new series of acquisitions?
NH: No, not really. We have stated that
we want to expand by internal growth and
development in our established market
segments. However, we will acquire good
quality companies if they bring different
business endeavors to us that fit into our
mainstream activities.
HS: How does this acquisition philosophy
apply to the purchase of Thales Computers?
NH: Very well. Thales Computers
strengthens our position in three segments
of the embedded market.
First: we get additional sales and market
penetration along with the in-depth knowhow in the Power Architecture segment,
where Thales Computers has a very strong
position. Thales Computers is a founding
member of the Power Architecture
organization (www.power.org) and a strong
force in this market. Kontron has the knowhow and is one of the major forces in the
market for Intel-based embedded computers.

By Hermann Strass

Second: Thales Computers is very strong
in the COTS military, aerospace, and
transportation markets with expertise in
extremely reliable and rugged systems in
hard real-time and deterministic missioncritical applications.
Third: [We gain] increased regional
presence. As a French company, Thales
Computers has good knowledge of and
a good position with French authorities
regarding government funded projects
and business. This is still very important,
because the European Union is not a
“United States of Europe” but rather a
loose association of independent nations.
Thales Computers will give Kontron and
Thales customers more comprehensive local
support through native speakers. Also in
North America we will extend our market
position with additional local staff and the
new products/services.
HS: What is the significance of your jointventure with the Taiwanese company Quanta
Computer Inc., Taipei, the world’s largest
manufacturer of laptops?
NH: Cost-effective production. As
announced on March 6, 2008 by the
Executive Board of Kontron, the Taiwanese
listed company Quanta and affiliates are
acquiring a 21 percent stake in Kontron Asia
Inc., Taipei, the production organization
of the Kontron Group, which includes its
Penang, Malaysia production plant. Both
parties have signed a relevant purchase
agreement. Kontron and Quanta expect
to benefit equally from the partnership’s
advantages. Kontron’s main objective is
to optimize its manufacturing costs for
embedded computers using Quanta’s
purchasing and production conditions to
achieve the cost leadership in purchasing
and production in the embedded
marketplace. Quanta produces around
30 percent of worldwide laptops per year
and will benefit from diversifying into
the industrial market. Kontron can offer
volumes of 100,000 embedded computer
systems per year on a competitive basis
after the joint-venture with Quanta.
Editor’s note: An extended version of Hermann’s
interview with Norbert, including additional
information on Kontron solutions, is available
at www.compactpci-systems.com/?a3126.
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Modular AdvancedTCA
FRU power management
architecture

By Shyam Chandra

M

anaging payload power supplies by addressing such tasks as sequencing and supervision in an
AdvancedTCA Field Replaceable Unit (FRU) is quite demanding. Traditional single function power
management ICs cannot address the requirements, so designers offload some of the payload power

management functions to the onboard Intelligent Platform Management Controller (IPMC) microcontroller.
Here we will examine the AdvancedTCA compliant power distribution architecture and describe a modular
approach to integrate payload power management with the platform management section.
An AdvancedTCA-compliant system
consists of one or more subracks with
multiple hot-swappable line cards. A line
card compliant with the AdvancedTCA
standard (an FRU) must implement a
basic set of management functions for its
power feed, cooling, and interconnection
requirements, among others. The IPMC
handles these management functions.
PICMG 3.0 specifies the implementation of
a hierarchical management architecture in
which a shelf manager communicates with
the on-FRU IPMCs in that shelf through
the Intelligent Platform Management
Bus, or IPMB. When the FRU is plugged
into the backplane, and before turning
its payload on (payload refers to the
application-specific function implemented
in a FRU), the onboard IPMC sends the
FRU card details to the shelf manager. The
shelf manager then instructs the IPMC
to turn the payload on. If a wrong card
is plugged into the backplane, the shelf
manager instructs the IPMC not to turn
on the payload, protecting other FRUs in
the shelf. All FRUs should implement the
basic management architecture per the
PICMG 3.0 specification in order to be
AdvancedTCA-compliant.
Most FRUs have two connectors, Zone 1
and Zone 2. The Zone 1 connector provides
the -48 V power supply for the FRU. The
Zone 2 connector is used for inter-FRU
payload communication. The Zone 1

connector also supplies the connection to
the IPMB, which is based on the I2C bus
specification.
The -48 V power supply from the backplane
is used to generate the main payload power
supply voltage (usually 12 V) through
an isolated DC-DC converter. This 12 V

supply bus is used to generate all payloadspecific supply voltages on the circuit
board. The 12 V supply is also used to
power the IPMC through the management
supply.
The PICMG 3.0 standard specifies the
functionality of the hot swap controller

Figure 1
Figure 1 shows the four main blocks controlling the power distribution:

n Hot swap controller, FET, and isolated DC-DC converter
n Intelligent Platform Management Controller (IPMC) Management Supply
n Payload Power Management Controller and Payload DC-DC converter and Point Of
Load supplies (POLs)

n Board payload

and the IPMC. However operation of the
payload Power Management Controller or
payload DC-DC converter depends on the
actual payload circuitry, and these are not
covered by the specification.

for the payload should be shut off to
prevent damage to the board.

Hot swap controller

n Manage onboard DC-DC controllers

The functions of the payload Power
Management Controller are:

The -48 V from the Zone 1 connector
powers an isolated DC-DC converter
shown as “-48 V isolated DC-DC” through
a series pass FET. The hot swap controller,
which controls the series pass FET, limits
the inrush current when the FRU is plugged
into the shelf backplane. After the current
inrush event, the hot swap controller
turns the -48 V power feed on fully to the
isolated DC-DC converter by turning the
FET on. The isolated DC-DC converter
generates 12 V and 3.3 V for the payload
and for the management control circuitry,
respectively. The AdvancedTCA standard
specifies almost all functions of the hot
swap controller.

– soft start, sequencing, tracking,
margining, trimming, and the like
n Generate all power supply relevant
status and control logic signals
– reset signal generation, supply
over-voltage/under-voltage and overcurrent fault indication (supervision),
and voltage/current measurement
n Control the main supply power feed
for the AdvancedTCA payload and,
for AMCs individually, short circuit
protection and power feed to the
AMCs

Intelligent Platform Management
Controller

On average, AdvancedTCA FRUs have
6 to 10 power supply rails. The power
management functions can be quite
complex and often require a PLD or a
microcontroller, in addition to common
single-function power management ICs,
such as supervisors, reset generators, and
hot swap controllers.

The IPMC is a microcontroller used to
control the power to the board payload
and manage the board’s interconnect
needs and cooling requirements. When
the FRU is plugged into the backplane,
the IPMC first communicates with the
shelf manager. Depending on the shelf
manager’s instructions, the IPMC controls
the power feed to the payload through the
payload Power Management Controller.
Additionally, the shelf manager can also
determine whether to reset the FRU main
processor (CPU), using either Cold Reset
or Warm Reset. The IPMC also measures
various power supply voltages, currents,
and temperature and logs them into a
central repository, the Sensor Data Record
(SDR). The communication protocol
between the IPMC and the shelf manager
(instruction handling, data structures,
state machines, and SDR) is specified
fully by the AdvancedTCA standard
and is common to all the AdvancedTCA
FRU implementations independent of the
payload functionality.

Payload Power Management
Controller and payload DC-DC
converters

The number of power supply voltages
generated in an FRU is determined by the
payload circuitry. These payload power
supplies should be turned on/off in a
sequence determined by the payload ICs.
To ensure reliable operation, all payload
power supply voltages and currents should
be monitored for faults. In the case of a
fault, a supervisory signal should alert the
onboard CPU and have the IPMC record
supply faults. In extreme cases, the supply

Typical Payload Power
Management Controller
implementation

Figure 2 shows the power management
controller with the main payload power
supply (+12 V) shown on the top left.
The payload Power Feed Control block
turns the payload power supply on to the
payload circuitry when instructed by the
IPMC and controls the power feed to the
AMCs. Usually this block is implemented
using a number of hot swap controller ICs.
After the 12 V bus is turned on, all payload
DC-DC converters should be turned on
in a manner that meets the sequencing
or tracking requirements of the payload
circuitry. Because these requirements
vary during the board debug process,
the sequencing algorithm is usually
implemented in the IPMC microcontroller
or in a PLD, which enables easy alteration
to the sequencing algorithm.
After the board is turned on fully, the
power supply voltages are monitored for
faults. When a power supply fault occurs,
the main processor is interrupted to safely
terminate its current process before the
entire board is shut down. This power-fail
alert is also sent to the IPMC for the shelf
manager updates. If the supply failure is
severe, the IPMC may decide to shut down
payload power supplies.

Figure 2
Some of the IPMC commands require multiple actions performed in a sequence. For example,
executing the “Turn the Payload Power on” instruction requires the following functions:
1. Turn on the Payload Power (+12 V) feed MOSFET.
2. Once the payload voltage reaches its operating threshold, turn on individual DC-DC
converters, following the required power supply sequencing rules for that FRU. If any
power supply develops a fault during turn on, immediately turn off all supplies and inform
IPMC of the failure.
3. After all the payload power supplies are turned on, generate a Cold Reset signal.
Sometimes this signal requires pulse stretching of about 100 ms after the supplies are
turned on.
4. Send a “Success” status response back to IPMC.

The purpose of the reset generator is to
generate a CPU reset after all the power
supplies are turned on. The IPMC may
also be required to reset the CPU when
instructed by the shelf manager.
The main purpose of the IPMC is to
perform the PICMG 3.0-specified platform
management functions. To be compliant,
the IPMC should implement elaborate
protocols, state machines, and decoding of
predefined instructions. The on-chip ADC
is used to measure all the power supplies
and currents on the board and log them in
Sensor Data Records (SDRs).
Often, designers use the software flexibility
provided by the IPMC microcontroller to
perform payload-specific power management functions such as payload power
sequencing. Or designers could task the
IPMC with initiating shutdown when a
supply fails or when there is an over-current
fault. In some cases, the microcontroller
is also burdened with trimming power
supplies through DACs.
The software on the IPMC should be
tested thoroughly to ensure that the board
is compliant. Once the IPMC software is
certified, any modifications to the software
will require a complete retest to ensure
compliance.
Adding the payload power management
functions to the IPMC makes the design
FRU-specific. Each FRU design should
be tested separately for IPMC compliance.
This time-consuming chore involves repeated testing against standards. Further,
the power management algorithm may have
to be changed to meet the requirements of
a new version of an onboard ASIC, that
results in an IPMC software change and a
retest for compliance.
Monitoring for faults in software
creates additional overhead and may
slow the microcontroller’s response to
communication protocol. This application
also requires a microcontroller equipped
with an on-chip multichannel high
accuracy ADC with analog multiplexing.
Depending on the payload, the increased
code length due to Payload Power
Management (PPM) may demand a more
expensive microcontroller with increased
memory resources.

Modularity has its advantages

Following is a description of a modular
FRU payload power management section,
with the platform management (IPMC)
and the PPM separated. This method uses
as an example Lattice Semiconductor’s
programmable Power Manager IC
(Power1220) to implement the PPM.

The proposed solution (Figure 3, next
page) is a modification of the power
management control shown in Figure 2.
In this solution, the IPMC performs only
the platform management functions and
directs the Power1220 IC to perform all
of the PPM functions. Figure 3 shows the
IPMC (implemented in a microcontroller).
Figure 3 also shows the programmable
PPM Controller (implemented in the
Power1220 IC) and FRU payload circuitry,
DC-DC converters, and MOSFETs.

power sequencing, voltage and current
monitoring, and generating cold and warm
reset to the payload, are performed by
the block FRU Payload Power Manager
Power1220 IC. The IPMC simply sends
commands to the PPM using the I2C bus.
Some of the proposed standard commands
are “Turn Payload Power on,” “Turn
Payload Power off,” “Generate Cold
Reset,” “Generate Warm Reset,” “Margin
supplies Up/ Down,” and “Turn AMC
Power Payload power on/off.”

The microcontroller implements only the
PICMG 3.0-specified Intelligent Platform
Management functions. All real time
payload power management functions,
such as controlling payload power feed,

The PPM interrupts the IPMC when it
detects any power supply faults. The
IPMC builds the SDR by using the Analog
to Digital Converter (ADC) built into the
payload Power Manager IC.

to turn the payload power rail on/off.
Typical power dissipation of AdvancedTCA
board payloads is 100 W or more. To meet
this power demand, the 12 V bus should
be capable of supplying more than 8 A.
In order to turn on such high currents, the
PPM has to make sure that the MOSFET
operates within its safe operating area – a
function performed by multiple hot swap
controller ICs.
The supply sequencer and tracker function,
implemented in the on-chip PLD, controls
the turn on/off sequence of all payload
DC-DC Converters. Frequent changes
to the sequencing algorithm during the
debugging phase can be addressed simply
by altering the state machine code.

Figure 3
The IPMC platform management software,
including the PPM commands, is tested
once to ensure conformance with the
PICMG 3.0 standards. The design is then
typically used across all FRU designs. The
FRU-specific payload power management
is now handled by a simpler programmable
IC such as the Power1220.

AdvancedTCA FRU-specific
Payload Power Management

The Power1220 IC (PPM) uses its on-chip
48-macrocell CPLD to implement the
functions of the sub-blocks, shown by
the block “FRU Payload Power Manager
Power1220.” The payload power feed
sub-block directly controls the MOSFETs

The IPMC can measure all power supply
voltages and currents using the on-chip
10-bit ADC through the I2C bus. The
Power1220 has multiple digital feedback
control loops and DACs on-chip to support
trimming and margining of up to 8 DC-DC
converters.
The power supply under- and over-voltage
faults on up to 12 rails are monitored
using 24 on-chip programmable threshold
precision (Typ. 0.2 percent) comparators.
This feature integrates the function of many

supervisor ICs. Because the threshold of
each of the comparators is programmable,
it can be used to monitor various supply
rails without using external potential
dividers. The reset generator also uses the
same programmable threshold comparators
to generate the CPU reset signal. One of
the on-chip timers provides the reset pulse
stretching function.
The Command Interpreter block of
the PPM is used to translate standard
commands from the IPMC into multiple
control signals for each of the five main
blocks within the PPM.
The Power1220 provides a 48-macrocell
CPLD, 12 analog inputs with 24 programmable threshold comparators, 6 digital
inputs, 20 outputs (including 4 charge
pumped MOSFET drivers), 8 DACs
with 8 digital closed loop control blocks,
and 4 programmable timers on-chip to
implement all functions of the PPM shown
in Figure 3.

Reduced time to market

With the modular approach, designers
can focus on getting the IPMC software
tested for compliance once and then use it
across all their FRU designs, as opposed
to performing compliance testing for
each FRU. Frequent changes to the Power
Management algorithm are addressed
by modifications to the state machine
algorithm in the PPM, instead of changes
to the IPMC software. This means that
retesting against IPMC compliance is not
required, which reduces time to market.

Adapting quickly

The IPMC software can be modified
to accommodate evolving standards or
enable the FRU to interface with different
shelf managers. In such cases, the board
testing for payload power management
need not be performed, reducing the time
required to address operating environment
changes.

Reduced cost

The modular design uses the on-chip ADC
of the Power Management IC, eliminating
the need for a microcontroller with an
on-chip ADC. This also enables the use of
lower cost microcontrollers with smaller
on-chip memory.
The cost of the PPM section also shrinks
because a Power1220 device cost effectively
integrates many hot swap controller ICs,
supervisor ICs, reset generator ICs, and
a CPLD, saving board space. Further, the
cost of the DC-DC converters can also
be reduced by using the trim and margin
feature provided by the Power1220 IC.

Increased software and hardware
reliability

The modular approach separates the
standards-related software from the boardspecific power management algorithm
and enables independent modifications to
each section. Test coverage is increased,
resulting in improved software reliability.
The Power1220 integrates multiple ICs,
leading to improved hardware reliability.
Because the Power1220 enables improved
monitoring coverage of all supply rails,
overall functional reliability also increases.
The proposed modular approach with
IPMC and programmable payload power
management solution using the Lattice
Power1220 IC increases flexibility and

fault coverage. The same microcontroller
(with fixed software) and the Power1220
IC can be used to implement complete
platform management and meet vastly different PPM requirements across FRUs.
Srirama (“Shyam”)
Chandra is the Product
Marketing Manager
for the in-system programmable mixed signal
products at Lattice
Semiconductor Corp.
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The
MicroTCA
ecosystem is
maturing
By Mike Franco

The MicroTCA ecosystem is
maturing at amazing speed.
Mike brings us up to date on
aspects of the ecosystem and
the maturity process.
Let’s look at the following dimensions of
the MicroTCA ecosystem:
1. Dependability of a multi-sourced
MicroTCA solution
2. Comprehensive cost, not just purchase
price or operating cost, but space
utilization/efficiency
3. Diffusion into lateral markets
4. Diversity of system component
resources
5. Range of scalability
6. Technology development of the
infrastructure components and
application components

Dependability

I mention this first because of the importance established by Geoffrey A. Moore
in his book Crossing the Chasm, in which
he points out that new technologies do not
get accepted into the mainstream until the
major players feel that dependability/risk
reduction has been adequately addressed.
In other words, modules, regardless of
vendor, need to interoperate in a consistent
reliable way with no surprises! PICMG
hosts workshops to address dependable
cross-vendor interoperability. Alternatively,
numerous companies have formed teams
to simplify and expedite the integration
process. These collaborations are a
practical solution to the interoperability

challenge; however, they may result in
an implementation that is inconsistent
with the broader market. We should all
recognize that in the fullness of time, the
market will be better served by completely
interchangeable modular components.

Cost

Cost is currently the most significant
obstacle to full-scale deployment of
MicroTCA. Cost is also the most quantifiably understood aspect of the technology
maturity development process. Surely,
the PICMG MicroTCA Committee in
establishing a $500 cost of infrastructure
set a point that was further along in time on
the cost maturity curve than the committee
realized. Significantly, cost was associated with 50,000 to 100,000 units being
produced in 18 months from specification
ratification, or January 2008. The market
has not yet reached those volumes and so,
not surprisingly, it has not achieved the
cost target.
MicroTCA has dropped about 1/3 from
its introductory cost on average. This has
been mostly in the form of new lower cost
product introductions rather than reduced
pricing for existing products.
When the MicroTCA Committee studied
cost several factors came into play:

n
n
n
n

CAPEX
OPEX
Cost of overhead components
Percentage volume occupied by
overhead elements of the finished
system

Remote management and diagnostics are
the most significant portion of OPEX.
Overhead components include enclosure

with backplane, cooling unit(s), air filter,
power module(s), MicroTCA Carrier
Hub (MCH) and optionally JTAG Switch
Module (JSM). I point these out so that
ecosystem members can evaluate their
solutions considering these various aspects
of cost.

Diffusion into lateral markets

MicroTCA’s original market, telecommunications, has been joined by the military,
which is surprising because they have
hung onto VME longer than any other
organization. There has also been rapid
progress into the industrial marketplace,
especially in Europe. MicroTCA also
sees significant development in enterprise
applications, network storage and gateways, and other non-server applications.
Early stage projects are getting off the
ground in the transportation and medical
markets.
The original thoughts of the MicroTCA
Committee were that MicroTCA would see
high-volume applications in telecom well
ahead of applications in other markets. In
reality, MicroTCA is spreading into other
markets far more quickly than expected.
This suggests that when MicroTCA does
achieve the cost reduction and retirement
of risk necessary, the growth curve of
volume sales will be much steeper than
previously expected.

Diversity of system components
resources

As of this writing, the MicroTCA ecosystem is developing nicely.

Infrastructure

There are now four MCH manufacturers
in the marketplace. Several MCHs in
development have yet to come to market.
There is a full spectrum of options
including PCI Express fabric switches
with spread spectrum clocking. XAUI and
Serial RapidIO fat pipe fabric switches with
telecom clocking are also available. This
latter telecom clocking, of course, is one of
the more significant gaps in the MicroTCA
specification as the AdvancedMC clock
structure changed substantially with
the R2.0 release of that specification.
However, the SCOPE Alliance proposed
clock architecture for MicroTCA seems to
bridge the gap admirably. Of course, there
are a wide assortment of 48 V input power
modules in the market with a wider range
of power levels and features. AC power
modules are beginning to enter the market.
A wide range of MicroTCA enclosures
exists: Pico, Cube, 19-inch shelves, and
1U shelves, all supporting a wide range of

cooling unit alternatives. The last piece of the MicroTCA infrastructure, the JSM, is soon
to be available.

Payload

The number of manufacturers of MicroTCA components and AdvancedMC modules has
grown at a staggering rate. In fact, there are so many suppliers of AdvancedMC processor
modules that it has become a Herculean task to keep track of them all! Available are:

n Network Process Units (NPUs)
n Storage modules
n Optical and copper line cards

n Digital Signal Processors (DSPs)
n Graphics modules
n FPGA arrays

Development tools

Development tools for MicroTCA include extender boards with bus taps for fabric traffic
monitoring and analysis and extender boards. Development chassis with integrated power
supplies and cooling systems are in the market. Soon to be announced is a MicroTCA
hardware platform management software diagnostic tool, which will be of great value.

Range of scalability

The MicroTCA spec includes multi-tiered shelves and back-to-back shelf architecture.
As of yet, I don’t know of any of these products in the marketplace and I expect we’ll see
scaling up of these complex products in the later stages of ecosystem development. For the
time being, the focus has been on single MCH domains (virtual carriers) with the exception
of a single double-tier system. In the near future I would expect to see a much more intense
focus on refinements of the Cube and Pico systems, which are very interesting form factors
with a lot of market potential.

Technology development of the infrastructure
and application components

While new technology is always exciting and fun to talk
about, such as 10G single-lane fabric, I think that most of the
money made in MicroTCA will be based largely on lowercost technology that already exists and refinements there of.
Technology development in the areas of platform management
and power modules/MCH redundancy is important for many
applications. I also suggest that inclusion of the JSM (JTAG
Switch Module) is very important.
MicroBlade is investing significant time and money in a
sophisticated JSM. (Figure 1) The motivation for this is
that I believe the JSM can be of enormous value to the early
deployment of MicroTCA systems. It will support not only
remote diagnostics, but also support the ability to do remote
upgrades of executable software, FPGA files, and the debugging
of applications. I believe these features will enable early systems
to be supported in field trials with greatly expedited and cost
reduced engineering support. It seems that this would be of great
value when trying to get new systems and applications to be
stable and mature quickly.

Figure 1

Conclusion

I urge our ecosystem partners to accept a slower recovery of MicroTCA investment
dollars since system costs are remaining significantly elevated. These elevated prices with
heavy R&D burdens could delay the growth and potentially limit the ultimate size of the
MicroTCA market. It is becoming clear that a number of companies: see and believe in a
very large MicroTCA market; are investing more; and are willing to accept a longer term
investment of those dollars in expectation of great potential.
Mike Franco is the President and CEO of MicroBlade, an AMC
and MicroTCA products company. He is currently Chairman of
the Rugged MicroTCA Subcommittee and former Chairman of the
MicroTCA Subcommittee. Other standards work includes serving
as draft editor of the AMC spec, authoring the mechanical, power,
connector, and thermal sections of the AMC spec, and chairing
the AMC Connector Workgroup and VITA 39 Subcommittee.
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